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Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach belongs among most known didactic pieces for key instruments. There
are famous compositions that where played on almost all instruments.
Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach and Baritone Ukulele
36 Traditional Pieces for Ukulele. Irish Folk Tunes for Ukulele presents a collection of 36 pieces for solo
fingerstyle ukulele playing. Drawn from the rich tradition of Irish folk music the collection covers a range of
styles including some popular, as well as lesser known pieces.
Irish Folk Tunes For Ukulele: 36 Traditional Pieces W/ Cd
We offer contemporary, classical and educational free sheet music for all instruments. Free-scores.com is a
free and legal platform for composers, arrangers and publishers.
Free-scores.com : World Free Sheet Music (PDF, MIDI, MP3)
Oboes (/ Ëˆ oÊŠ b oÊŠ / OH-boh) are a family of double reed woodwind instruments.The most common oboe
plays in the treble or soprano range. Oboes are usually made of wood, but there are also oboes made of
synthetic materials.
Oboe - Wikipedia
The bassoon is a woodwind instrument in the double reed family that typically plays music written in the bass
and tenor clefs, and occasionally the treble.Appearing in its modern form in the 19th century, the bassoon
figures prominently in orchestral, concert band, and chamber music literature. The bassoon is a
non-transposing instrument known for its distinctive tone colour, wide range ...
Bassoon - Wikipedia
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